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2 Bedroom
2 Bath
Living/Dining
Kitchen



KITCHEN



Waterfall Countertop
Carrera Marble

Light Color Walls Contrast
Painted Cabinets

Reflective Backsplash
Brightens Dark Spaces





Warm cherry floors contrast
the bold metals and add a
neutral pop of color



Light fixtures add a touch of femininity
to an otherwise masculine setting

Under the
cabinet
lighting
reflects metal
backsplash
and adds
ambiance

Kitchen Lighting

Square overhead recessed lighting
continues throughout apartment



Living & Dining
In a Small Space



To make the dining space stand
separately from the living space, we
will add a statement wall.



Feminine Light Fixture Carries
Sparkle from Kitchen

…



Recessed
lighting
surrounding
long
chandelier
centers the
room and
gives a focal
point

Warm Cherry
floors
continue from
the kitchen

Living Space



Stone statement wall adds
luxurious feel



Bookshelves
carried to the
ceiling add
depth and
height to an
apartment
space

Floor to ceiling window
treatments add warmth to
a modern space



Bedrooms  

Fabric Statement Wall
Softens Grey

Subtle
lighting
gives dusk
ambiance



Window styles reflect refined interior
With a fine knit fabric and chrome hardware

Reading sconces
depict modern
simplicity



Bedroom Chandeliers Will Use Multiple Small Star Lights to Set the
Scene For Sleep



Bathroom Space
Contemporary Elegance



Floor to ceiling mirrors
lengthen the space

Floating countertops use
less space and make the
space feel contemporary



Dark grey slate
adds masculine
touch

Waterfall shower
head speaks to

the glamorous side

Textured
shower tiles
add interest
and glass
door opens
the area



2nd wall
mounted

cabinet option
includes more
storage, but

still opens the
space

Carrera
marble

countertop

Brushed
nickel

hardware
and fixtures



Bathroom Lighting

Subtle lighting behind and sconces
surrounding the mirror

Under the counter lighting brightens the
space

Small overhead recessed lights give
natural sunlight feel



Storage

Walk through closet in the master
bedroom will utilize glass and
floor to ceiling shelving

Runway lighting illuminates
area appropriately

Drawers and hanging space
illuminated

:Closed shelving
conceals clutter
and maintains
modern design:

Cherry wood floors continue
throughout apartment



Mirrored closet doors add
reflection to space and
conceal storage

Sliding doors take up less space
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